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As a recent sport, the technology for Rugby League wheelchairs 
has already been developed with the light weight of the Melrose 
Basketball wheelchair and the strength of the Melrose Rugby 
wheelchair. We have combined these two ideas with a light 
weight 1” frame built with 1.5” bottom rails. The bottom rails are 
further reinforced with 1.5” tubes to the capped 1.5” wing for 
additional strength. Although Wheelchair Rugby League is a non 

contact sport, experience has taught us that a strong wheelchair 
will perform better over extended time.

All our Rugby wheelchairs are built by highly experienced 
fabricators who understand the sport of rugby.  We use the 
highest quality materials and components to build our 
wheelchairs .
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WARRIOR
RUGBY LEAGUE SPORTS WHEELCHAIR

Complete custom fit - built to individual specifications for size, rake 
and camber 

Lightweight Aluminium frame

Fixed camber bar between 12° and 20°

24”, 25” or 26” spoked wheels with high pressure tyres on alloy rims

Hard anodised pushrims and quick release axles

Rollerblade castors

Adjustable height footplate

Cushion

Adjustable height back

Adjustable tension seat sling, back upholstery, fabric skirt guards, 
foot strap

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
HEAT TREATED ALUMINIUM FRAME

Super lightweight Titanium frame

Tapered seat width and back

Adjustable tension back upholstery

Ergonomically designed seating system (Ergo Seat)

Hip strap, back bar cover, cushions 1” 2” 3” or 4”

Double or single swivel anti-tips

Aluminium, Alloy or ABS skirt guards

Rubber coated Hand Rims - Red or Black 

Spoke guards - clear or black

Tyres, smooth, high pressure IRC and Kenda Iron Cap

Super light weight Spinergy wheels  - 24”, 25”, 26” or 700c with 
colour option carbon cable spokes

ABS or alloy footplate fixed or fully adjustable

Various spoke guard designs:

 - Polycarb

 - Polyethylene

 - Polyethylene / red rubber

 - Alloy spoke guards

Wheel bag to accommodate (two or four) 24”, 25” or 26” wheels
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